Car guurs

CPO vehicles benefit from that extra assurance that the vehicle you are buying is free of
defects. In the event that you have a problem, the manufacturer or dealer will often provide
repairs free of charge or at a limited cost. Looking for a used car? Our award winners hold their
value, win rave reviews, and are available at a dealership near you. You can put an old car to
good use by donating it to charity. Your generosity might net you a nice tax deduction, too. Test
drives are an important step to buying a used car, but do you know what to look for when you
get behind the wheel? Find a Great Deal Browse All CPO. How do I know if I am getting a good
deal? We analyze every deal and give it a rating from Overpriced to Great. How do I finance a
used car? Financing a used car through a dealership is easyâ€”and you can even start the
process online, right here on CarGurus. Tell us some details, get your pre-qualification, then
shop online with real rates. Many banks offer private party auto loansâ€”contact your financial
institution for more info. Can I lease a used car? Some used cars and certified pre-owned CPO
cars can be leased. With a lease, you can get lower payments, fewer maintenance worries, and
cheaper taxes. Are loan rates higher for used cars? Yesâ€”for a number of reasons. Also, some
dealerships simply want you to buy a new car, so they may incent you to do so. How much
mileage is too much? Typically, most drivers rack up 12, miles per year. This means, a
5-year-old car should have roughly 60, miles on it. Anything significantly higher or lower may be
cause for concern. With proper care, most newer models can expect very long lives on the road.
Is it worth it? Extended warranties can provide valuable peace of mind to drivers by extending
maintenance coverage for your car. That being said, most consumer advocates advise against
buying extended warranties, mostly because they tend to provide more coverage than the
typical driver needs. And with cars becoming more reliable every year, extended warranties are
even less necessary. Is it better to buy privately or through a dealer? There are benefits to both!
We verify sellers and titles, offer secure online transactions and you can find some really great
deals. Learn more here. Certified pre-owned CPO cars are lightly used models that offer
tremendous value. Is it better to buy a used or new car? Ultimately, it comes down to personal
preference. Many buyers see used cars as a way to get a great deal. However, the confidence
that comes with buying a new car outweighs the upfront costs savings to some. What additional
fees must I pay when buying a used car? Some dealers may add additional fees onto the price
of your car. You can also expect to see additional fees for sales tax, car insurance, title
transfers, inspection, and registration. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Private dealer appointments. Click and collect. Home delivery. We understand
that some car purchases just can't wait, so we're here to help you find a great deal as safely as
possible. Just search for the car you want and filter for the services below. Or, click on a car to
see if a dealer offers them. We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews, market value,
price drops and days on the forecourt â€” all on one page. Our powerful search makes it easy to
refine and personalise your results so you only see the cars and features you care about. Land
Rover. Coronavirus update. Contactless services for safer shopping Private dealer
appointments Click and collect Home delivery. Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments.
Free test drive at home. Keep shopping. All models. Valuable insights We provide free access to
key info like dealer reviews, market value, price drops and days on the forecourt â€” all on one
page. Personalised search Our powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalise your
results so you only see the cars and features you care about. Approved used for sale Approved
used for sale. Considering it will most likely be the second-most expensive purchase you make,
the idea of buying a car without being able to first inspect and test-drive it may seem ludicrous.
With the internet and websites like CarGurus, however, choosing to buy a car sight unseen can
earn you a great deal with little risk. The first step to buying a car sight unseen is learning as
much as you can about the make and model. Find out whether any mechanical or electrical
gremlins tended to surface in a specific model year and whether any recalls have been issued. If
there are, be sure to ask potential sellers whether the recalls have been addressed. And you
know what? It probably will! If you can stretch your search area, you stand to find plenty of
great deals by taking advantage of regional pricing trends. The classic example is New England
or Colorado residents shopping in Florida or Texas for 4-wheel-drive vehicles, but sometimes
individual regions will have varied market values, regardless of climate differences. Research
has shown that individual markets often host widely different values for specific cars, and
sometimes flying to a different part of the country to buy a car can end up saving you hundreds
if not thousands of dollars â€”even after you factor in transportation costs. In fact, if we may be
so bold to say it, regional market values are one of the elements that make CarGurus such a
valuable resource. The CarGurus Instant Market Value is designed to take region into
consideration when delivering deal ratings on used-car listings. Certainly, some sellers will
leave out negative information in their descriptions, so you still need to be diligent when asking
questions. Photos are the most influential aspect of any advertisement. Is there clear damage?

Are all the body panels the same color or even shade? Are there any concerning gaps between
body panels? All of these are telltale signs of damage, but even if everything looks great, you
should be sure to give the seller a call and ask them to provide a few more photos. Ask for
plenty of exterior and interior shots, photos of the dashboard and gauge cluster illuminated ,
and if possible, a view of the undercarriage as well. You can ask for as many photos as you
want and you should , but ultimately, this information is only skin deep or sheet-metal deep.
Using data aggregated from the Department of Motor Vehicles, insurance providers, auto
recyclers, and junk and salvage yards, companies like Autocheck , CarFax , and the National
Motor Vehicle Title Information System NMVTIS can help you uncover hidden damage,
rolled-back odometers, or even whether the car has a salvage title. Likewise, see if you can hire
an independent mechanic to perform a pre-purchase inspection on the car. Companies like
YourMechanic and Lemon Squad specialize in handling inspections for shoppers like you and
can travel on your behalf to look at the car in question before you commit to buying it. If the car
is located a few states away, however, things become more complicated. You can also weigh
the cost of a transport service against the cost of traveling yourself. Opting for a closed truck
can double or even triple the cost. Additionally, even if transporting the car on a truck does cost
a grand, that may still be less expensive than flying across the country to pick it up yourself. We
recommend using an escrow service to handle payment. Your payment will be released to the
seller only once you have received the title to the vehicle. Pay for a Vehicle History Report and a
Pre-Purchase Inspection You can ask for as many photos as you want and you should , but
ultimately, this information is only skin deep or sheet-metal deep. Used AMC. Used Acura. Used
Alfa Romeo. Used Ariel. Used Aston Martin. Used Audi. Used Austin. Used Austin-Healey. Used
Autobianchi. Used BMW. Used Bentley. Used Bricklin. Used Bugatti. Used Buick. Used Cadillac.
Used Chevrolet. Used Chrysler. Used Citroen. Used Cord. Used Datsun. Used DeLorean. Used
DeSoto. Used DeTomaso. Used Dodge. Used Eagle. Used Excalibur. Used FIAT. Used Ferrari.
Used Fisker. Used Ford. Used Franklin. Used Freightliner. Used GMC. Used Genesis. Used Geo.
Used Graham. Used Hillman. Used Honda. Used Hudson. Used Hummer. Used Hyundai. Used
Intermeccanica. Used International Harvester. Used Isuzu. Used Jaguar. Used Jeep. Used
Jensen. Used Kaiser. Used Karma. Used Kia. Used Lada. Used Lamborghini. Used Lancia. Used
Land Rover. Used Lexus. Used Lincoln. Used Lotus. Used MG. Used MINI. Used Maserati. Used
Maybach. Used Mazda. Used McLaren. Used Mercedes-Benz. Used Mercury. Used
Messerschmitt. Used Mitsubishi. Used Mobility Ventures. Used Morgan. Used Morris. Used
Moskvitch. Used Nash. Used Nissan. Used Oldsmobile. Used Opel. Used Packard. Used Pagani.
Used Panoz. Used Pininfarina. Used Plymouth. Used Polestar. Used Pontiac. Used Porsche.
Used RAM. Used Renault. Used Rolls-Royce. Used SRT. Used Saab. Used Saleen. Used Saturn.
Used Scion. Used Shelby. Used Siata. Used Studebaker. Used Subaru. Used Sunbeam. Used
Suzuki. Used Tesla. Used Toyota. Used Triumph. Used VPG. Used Volkswagen. Used Volvo.
Used Willys. Used smart. The content above is for informational purposes only and should be
independently verified. Please see our Terms of Use for more details. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Private dealer appointments. Contactless purchase.
Free home drop-off. We understand that some car purchases just can't wait, so we're here to
help you find a great deal as safely as possible. Just search for the car you want and filter for
the services below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer offers them. Shop with real rates in hand.
No impact on your credit score. Only takes minutes. Personalized, real rates. Finance in
Advance is a product of CarGurus, Inc. Financing not completed on site. Pre-qualification and
rates subject to your acceptance and satisfaction of terms and conditions of participating
lender. Using CarGurus made me feel empowered because I was able to understand whether I
had a good deal before I walked into the dealership. Using CarGurus I was able to get all of the
features that I wanted, well within my budget. CarGurus gave me the information that I needed
to make sure that I was getting a good deal. It's definitely the filters on CarGurus that make it
easyâ€”you can choose exactly the configuration you're looking for. CarGurus put everything in
front of me so I could figure out what the right price was for the car that I was looking for.
CarGurus exceeded my expectations because I met the person that wanted to buy my vehicle at
the highest price in a very short period of time. Clifford Atiyeh. In its third model year, the
Chevrolet Blazer is a rarer sight on the road. That's because two other popular Chevy
crossovers bookend the Blazer. Christian Wardlaw. The Toyota Avalon serves a simple
function. In fact, the Avalon and the Lexus Eileen Falkenberg-Hull. Stephen Edelstein. Launched
for the model year, the Volkswagen Atlas Cross Sport is a two-row, five-seat version of the
Volkswagen Atlas family crossover, itself a Kyree Williams. For , it benefits from a facelift and a
n Introduced in to replace the CC, it rec For the model year, it gets Land Rover. Alfa Romeo.
Coronavirus update. Contactless services for safer shopping Private dealer appointments
Contactless purchase Free home drop-off. Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments. Free

test drive at home. Keep Shopping. All Models. Select Model. Shop with real rates in hand No
impact on your credit score Only takes minutes Personalized, real rates See my options.
Finance in advance View personalized, real rates before you even talk to a dealer. See the
details that matter Accident history, price drops, days on lotâ€¦ find it all here. Play video. Dave
M. Nadina P. Mike, a first-time used car shopper, found a great deal on a SUV for his family.
Mike D. Meagan found the exact car she wanted on CarGurus and only had to go to one
dealership. Meagan G. Alex M. Matt C. Previous Next. Sales: Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. ODA is a great place to purchase used vehicles. I
was hoping to find my second vehicle at ODA, but it wasn't in the cards. It's a mile trip but worth
it if you find a car that you're looking for. Nice website, too. They delivered the car to my house
2 hours away because they were waiting on a part to come in. Great seller, highly recommend. I
decided not to purchase a car this old so I never visited the dealership. But, they did provide a
timely response to my request. For a used car dealer this place is top notch. However, Andre was truly amazing. He was kind, honest, extremely knowledgeable. The brothers who own the
dealership were fantastic. They were amazingly helpful, kind, and above all they had the honest
integrity that everyone wishes that all dealerships had. Inventory Sales Reviews New Search.
Best deals first. Showing 1 - 15 out of 61 listings Next. Image Not Available. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Bean Edition. Other Nearby Dealers. Derry, NH Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Dealer was eager to help me find the right vehicle to
meet my needs. Test drove several allowing me to narrow my focus. I talked with a very
pleasant young lady whose customer service was impeccable. Price was the only issue. They
called. This was the best. I talked with someone and had my questions answered. I had a
wonderful experience buying a used vehicle here. Will was super accommodating, allowed
multiple test drives so I could make sure I wanted it. Very upfront, detailed, quick response time
and no pressure even though I was buying a used vehicle. Would recommend to anyone looking
to purchase a vehicle. Lee and Yudi and Derek were excellent to deal with, absolutely! No run
around, no B. Just honest and serious. I knew what I was looking for and Lee showed me the
awesome fully loaded Sportwagen which I have now named die HinterGnaus. Great price and
easy financing too! Highly recommended. Awesome thank you DC Motors. Bridges chev
contacted me right away. They gave me straight up info about the condition of the truck which I
appreciated very much. First phone communication was excellent, started discussing vehicle
and price and within 1 hour made deal. In person contact with sales person and service rep
Chris and Taylor was excellent when we picked up vehicle. Dealer was courteous, answered all
questions honestly and provided a mechanical report on the Navigator. He will be keeping a
lookout in the future for my requirements. Like its corporate counterpart, the Chevrolet Equinox
, the GMC Terrain is a compact crossover serving the needs of buyers who want the versatility
of a small, commuter-friendly SUV without the added capability and expense of a larger vehicle.
As one would expect, buyers have their choice of standard front-wheel-drive FWD or optional
all-wheel-drive AWD systems, as well as base and upgraded engines. CarGurus has reviewed
the top-of-the-line Terrain Denali in recent years and walked away disappointed each time. With
scores of 6. That last bit is particularly interesting since GMC describes itself as a premium
brand. Current generation: Present For the model year, GMC completely redesigned the Terrain,
replacing what had been a fairly spacious crossover with a boxy, rugged appearance to a
compact crossover sporting a more sophisticated look. Shoppers can expect to see a lightly
refreshed GMC Terrain for the model year, with a completely redesigned version set to debut by
or According to the EPA, drivers can expect to average 27 mpg in a mix of city and highway
travel. The Terrain Denali packs a bit more punch courtesy of a 2. The 9-speed automatic
transmission is standard here, too, but the added grunt and AWD system knock average fuel
economy down to 23 mpg. A diesel engine option promising up to 40 mpg was discontinued
after the model year. All Terrains were fitted with a 6-speed automatic transmission and EPA
combined fuel economy ratings varied from 20 mpg to 26 mpg, depending on the configuration.
Flex-fuel capability arrived for the V6 in , followed by a standard 7-inch touchscreen
infotainment system and backup camera for the model year. Bigger changes were right around
the corner, as the GMC Terrain became available with a horsepower 3. Aside from a few content
changes and a minor refresh for , the Terrain carried on unchanged through It should be noted
that this first-generation GMC Terrain gained a reputation for questionable reliability.
Specifically, owners of Terrains equipped with the 4-cylinder engine complained of engine
problems related to excessive oil consumption. GMC refuted the claims but, after a class-action
lawsuit, agreed to cover certain repairs and provided extended warranties. GMC has seen
annual Terrain sales approaching and surpassing , units in recent years, though is expected to
be a bit soft. By comparison, Chevy moves more than three times as many Equinox models off
the lots. Figures for both models are buoyed by sales to fleet customers rental companies. We'll

help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized GMC Dealer. Request Information.
Shoppers Also Consider: GMC has seen annual Terrain sales approaching and surpassing ,
units in recent years, though is expected to be a bit soft. Read more. Proving that a
yummy-looking recipe can produce a yucky-tasting meal, the GMC Terrain is a conceptually
appealing compact crossover SUV that falls apart under scrutiny in the reality of daylight. Id
recommend the all-wheel drive, and the 2. Overall I find this vehicle to be enjoyable to drive so
far. Looks great Drives great. The only mistake I made was getting two wheel drive instead of 4
wheel. Not too good on snow and ice. This car is packed with all the Bells and whistles you
could ask for in a terrain. I highly recommend that you purchase the terrain in the highest trim
level which is the Denali.. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. I was treated honestly and fairly. Their pre-sale protocol is added assurance
that the vehicle is mechanically sound. They went out of their way to drop the vehicle at my
home and most importantly, I got the best deal in the Lower Mainland. I highly recommend this
dealer without reservation. The car dealer was very helpful and he offered to help me out with
another vehicle so thank you very much for your help and hope to see you soon. Friendly,
prompt and helpful. I'm just disappointed we couldn't connect before the car sold. Very kind
owner willing to do anything to answer questions and help out. I am glad I went to PCL. Very
pleasant and helpful staff. Bought 2 vehicles from them and are pleased. Highly recommended.
They did an excellent job. Ultimately I purchased a car from another location but not because of
anything they did or didn't do. They were attentive and efficient but the vehicle had done
scratches so that the deal fell through. Dealer very worthwhile. Great trucks at the market value.
Will come back to Car Gurus in 3 to 4 months as I am going out of town for 30mns. Thanks for
your diligence. I have never seen a dealer ask the customer to obtain full bank approval for
financing before a customer gets a test drive, like what this dealer ordered. The first Escape
went on sale for the model year, offering roomy seating for five and a usefully sized cargo area
in a boxy and rugged design. Over the years, Ford has completely reengineered and redesigned
the Escape multiple times. Today, the Escape adopts what Ford calls Mustang-inspired styling,
and it emphasizes paved-road performance. A 4-cylinder engine, with or without turbocharging,
has always been a part of the Escape powertrain lineup, as has its standard front-wheel-drive
FWD system. All-wheel drive AWD has always been available, and over the years, Ford has also
offered an optional V6 engine in addition to an efficient hybrid version of the Escape. Since it
first went on sale two decades ago, the Ford Escape has appealed to a range of buyers. The
hybrid appeals to those seeking to maximize fuel economy and limit their environmental impact,
and the third-generation Escape provides a little bit of luxury combined with enjoyable driving
dynamics. Pros : Hybrid and plug-in hybrid versions available, modern safety and convenience
technology, useful passenger and cargo space. Cons : Underwhelming base engine, prices
climb fast when adding desirable features. It comes with a choice between two turbocharged
4-cylinder engines paired with an 8-speed automatic transmission. There is also a hybrid trim
and a new plug-in hybrid trim, both of which use a continuously variable automatic
transmission CVT. AWD is an option for all but the plug-in Escape. The hybrid powertrain is
standard with SE Sport and Titanium trims, with a turbocharged 2. Overall, the fourth-generation
Escape features a sporty driving character, and its technologically advanced driver-assistance
systems are impressive for the compact SUV segment. Hybrids combine good power with
effortless efficiency, but, unfortunately, this appealing drivetrain is limited to SE Sport and
Titanium trim levels. The Lincoln Corsair is related to the Escape, but it offers significant
differences. As such, the third-generation Escape had tidy dimensions combined with enjoyable
driving dynamics. Ford discontinued the hybrid Escape in During its third generation, Ford
offered the Escape with three 4-cylinder engines, two of which were turbocharged, and an
automatic transmission. The turbo 1. CarGurus evaluated the third-generation Escape four
times, with the highest rating of 7. From to , Lincoln offered a luxurious version of the
third-generation Escape called the MKC. It arrived for the model year, followed by drivetrain
improvements for that added power and, for the 4-cylinder engine, improved fuel economy. As
was true of the original Escape, the second-generation version offered a 4-cylinder, a V6, and a
hybrid powertrain. This version of the SUV was reliable, suffering comparatively few recalls
compared to the first-generation Escape. It was, however, still riddled with hard plastic on the

inside. Mercury sold a lightly restyled version of the Escape called the Mariner , and while the
Mazda Tribute was more distinctively modified, it was still essentially the same vehicle. Ford
recalled the Escape numerous times during the first few years of production. The automatic
transmission proved to be particularly troublesome. Those early Escapes came with a weak 2.
In , a new 2. Aside from transmission woes and the sheer number of recalls pertaining to
Escapes, the worst thing about them was the plastic-heavy interior. Offering room for five
people, good cargo space, an available hybrid powertrain, and a rugged design that aged well
over time, the first-generation Escape was fundamentally appealing. Thanks to its stylish
design, impressive cargo capacity, and variety of powertrains, the Escape has typically sold
very well. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our
filters can help with that too. Used Ford Escape for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years.
Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Find Ford Escape listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Shoppers Also
Consider Thanks to its stylish design, impressive cargo capacity, and variety of powertrains,
the Escape has typically sold very well. Read more. Ford could have called it something else,
but the marketing department decided to leverage the famous. In one of the most competitive
segments in the automotive landscape, the Escape is a stalwart fixture, enjoying continuous
production for the last 16 years. Ford Escape Reviews Review. She made the transaction an
easy and quick deal, and arranged to have the vehicle delivered to The Titanium has all the
features that we were looking for in an SUV. Comfortable ride and nice seats, roomy interior
easy to park. We are very happy with ours. I really like my car. Ive the options it has. The only
thing I dont really care for a the leather seats. But they have warmers. Why Use CarGurus? Ford
dealers in Calgary AB. Ford dealers in Edmonton AB. Ford dealers in Halifax NS. Ford dealers in
Montreal QC. Ford dealers in Ottawa ON. Ford dealers in Quebec QC. Ford dealers in Toronto
ON. Ford dealers in Vancouver BC. Ford dealers in Winnipeg MB. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Elvin went out of his way to find information about
this truck I was interested in. Elvin took the time to search for other trucks similar to make me
happy, Elvin offered to contact me if and when something came in he would reach out to me.
Great Customer Service is all consumer ask for. Elvin definitely won my service Thanks Elvin.
Hi everyone. They lied to me that car which I want is available. I spent more than hour to get
there and after 15 minutes waiting they came up with stupid issue that both cars are not
available. Excellent treatment by staff, and amazing prices in comparison to other dealerships.
Thank you Omar and yoni for an amazing experience! Love my new car!! Terrible, staff took
days to get back to me about simple questions and were overall shady about the car I was
interested in. Dishonest dealerships give every car dealership a bad name. Had they been
honest about the car I would have been upset but for a different reason, this dealership is a
scam. Dominick responded quickly and followed up with me , providing all information i
requested. Had a pleasant conversation with the sales rep. Very professional and helpful. DN
Mei. Excellent service! No pressure from sales reps and clean modern show room. Would
definitely buy from them again. Mark is super helpful. On phone and person. No pressure and
willing to answer all questions until satisfied. Good Experience. No pressure and straight
forward. I was in and out of there with the car I wanted in about an hour. I recommend these
guys if your looking for a pre owned BMW. They had the van ready for me to test drive and there
was no pressure. Jaden did an awesome job! So, drove to the dealer to see the car. All I did was
waste my time. Super happy with my Salesman Ever. He took his time with us and did not
pressure us. Even tracked down the mechanic at the same dealership that knew the history on
the vehicle. They both test drove with me to answer questions that I have. I would use them
again. Great dealership. Didn't have the right car for me. I would go back to them in heart beat. I
was preapproved but never heard anything back. Was hoping to get a vehicle before Trimet
slowed down services. Great experience, great vehicle and great customer service. Don made a
real smooth and pleasant transaction here. Thank you!!! She was so professional but yet
easy-going and fun to be around. This will always be my first stop when I buy a vehicle. Did not
make a deal, however the sales rep was very transparent and upfront with really good
information. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide
on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After
all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in

their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Cars for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized RAM Dealer. Authorized Porsche Dealer. Authorized Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Authorized Audi Dealer. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The vehicle is not in stock
and are ask me to buy another one! Not make sense to me. Great experience. Travelled 3 hours
to view vehicle. The Sales Manager -Darren personally took the time to meet with us. It was the
end of the day on a Saturday and Darren stayed LTE to ensure all our questions had been
answered. I felt I was dealt with fairly and most importantly honestly. I later purchased the
vehicle and was pleased with the service and the fact that my business was truly appreciated.
Well worth the drive! I bought a Mazda 3 Sport GT. The staff was very helpful without pressure.
The dealership was very professional and was also cheaper than others were Great place to
shop for a good used vehicle. We're working on a vehicle now with them and it's been great how
they've explained the finer details to us about what to look for when buying used. Very
professional and courteous and Anastasia did the checks for us and printed off the paperwork
showing the details. You won't be disappointed!! I travelled there from Squamish to see a car. I
pulled up to an automobile graveyard full of cars crammed bumper to bumper in the lot. The car
I was excited to see, as it sparkled in the add - was tucked in the corner, impossible to get out,
four flat tires and very ravaged by the time that was not represented in the add. The whole trip
was a fantastic three-hour tour of greater Vancouver. I wish I could give it an 8th of a star - only
because, as promised, they technically had "cars". Communication was quick, the dealer
responded with an accurate description of vehicle and approximate value of trade in. Dealer was
very accommodating to view and discussed deal with no pressure. Overall experience was
excellent. I was sent an email and at the time I was so busy with work I didn't have time to reply
and arrange to see the car. I am still looking and would be interested in the Mazda CX5 if
something comes in please contact me. Great sales group Made a same day deal on a car and
they did everything they could to make the deal smooth Thanks s much!! Wonderful experience,
Mutee and his sons provided excellent service to me. I highly recommend them. I purchased a
vehicle from this dealer and they were very professional in my dealings with them. They were
quick to respond and helpful. I made a reasonable offer but the car sold before I was able to
complete a deal. The sales people I dealt with were courteous responded quickly. Quick to offer
possible alternatives. Polite, friendly and knowledgeable. They got back to me very fast.
Freindly and genuine, nice people to deal with. I would definatly recommend them to friends and
family. I got some automated reply and nobody answered my questions. Nobody followed up.
Bought my car here. They were amazing! Particularly Sayed who went to gre
jeep tj ecu
land rover discovery alternator
ford fusion 2010 owners manual
at lengths to secure the car at the price I wanted. He took extra time to go over all the features
of the new car and made me feel comfortable. We'll help you find great deals among tens of
thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down
your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. Used Cars for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized GMC Dealer.
Authorized Volkswagen Dealer. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Why Use CarGurus?

